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Abstract— Facial expression is one of the main issues of face 
recognition in uncontrolled environments. In this paper, we 
apply the probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) 
method to recognize faces across expressions. Several PLDA 
approaches are tested and cross-evaluated on the Cohn-
Kanade and JAFFE databases. With less samples per gallery 
subject, high recognition rates comparable to previous works 
have been achieved indicating the robustness of the 
approaches. Among the approaches, the mixture of PLDAs has 
demonstrated better performances. The experimental results 
also indicate that facial regions around the cheeks, eyes, and 
eyebrows are more discriminative than regions around the 
mouth, jaw, chin, and nose. 
Keywords-face recognition; expression-invariant; probabilis-
tic linear discriminant analysis 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
With the success of face recognition methods on 
passport-photograph-like images [1–4], face recognition 
studies are now directed more to deal with uncontrolled 
environments. The current researches seek methods which 
are robust to variations of pose, illumination, expression, and 
age as well as to the presence of occlusion and low image 
resolution. Compared to recognition across pose and 
illuminations, recognition across expressions have been less 
explored and investigated. 
Facial expressions are caused by movements of facial 
muscles and convey the emotional states of an individual. To 
formally describe these expressions, a model called Facial 
Animation Parameter has been developed under the MPEG-4 
Facial Animation Coding System. Facial expressions can 
significantly affect the performances of face recognition 
algorithms [5, 6] particularly when the probe and gallery 
images have different expressions. Expression differences 
can be regarded as deformations between faces. The bigger 
the deformations, the harder the recognition will be. That’s 
why “extreme” expressions such as screaming are of the 
hardest challenges for expression-invariant face recognition 
methods. 
In this paper, we employ local features to recognize 
frontal faces across expressions by applying the recently 
proposed probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) 
[7]. Local features are more stable against expression 
changes than the holistic ones. For example, on smiling 
faces, only the mouth and the jaw deform significantly from 
the neutral shape while areas such as eyes, nose, and 
eyebrows only change a little. For local features, the PLDA 
has shown very good discrimination even when the features 
or the fusion rules are simple. This method has also achieved 
superb performances in neutral face recognition [7] and face 
recognition across pose [8]. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, it has never been specifically applied to face 
identification across expressions. We aim to recognize the 
faces using one sample image (at least) per subject of the 
gallery. Therefore, we make a clear distinction between 
training sets and the gallery. We use the training sets to build 
a model during the offline phase and these sets contain 
images of various expressions as well as various subjects. 
Once this model has been built, it can be used in the online 
phase to recognize other (test) subjects whose samples are 
collected in the gallery. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
briefly summarizes the related works while Section 3 
describes the PLDA method. Section 4 presents several 
PLDA approaches to recognize faces across expressions. 
Cross-database evaluation and comparison to other similar 
works are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in Section 6. More elaborate results regarding 
recognition rates over various local areas will also be 
discussed throughout the paper. 
II. RELATED WORKS 
To cope with facial expressions, several face recognition 
approaches have been proposed. The first one is morphing 
probe images to obtain the same expression as of the gallery 
images [9–11]. With this approach, the lack of texture 
information (e.g. from closed eyes) can be an issue 
especially when the features are holistic. The second 
approach employs dimension reduction methods to suppress 
the effects of expression differences. The rotated adaptive 
PCA [12] has been proposed for this purpose. Nevertheless, 
the method is likely to be suboptimal since the rotation only 
concentrates on the within-class covariance. The third 
approach proposes similarity measures which are robust to 
expression changes. Yu et al. [6] compute motion vectors 
between faces and learn the within and between-class 
variations to derive similarity scores. Those motion vectors 
though may not be reliable since different persons have their 
own ways to express a certain expression. Khwaja et al. [13] 
propose the use of structural similarity index instead of MSE 
to improve the sparse representation method [14]. Inspired 
by [14], Nagesh and Baoxin [15] develop a joint sparsity 
model which sparsely represents the expression-generated 
variations of an individual and produces robust distance 
measures. These later methods [13–15] however need 
samples of various expressions for each subject to be 
recognized. The other approach assigns weights to various 
parts of the face based on their stabilities over specific or 
non-specific expression changes. Martinez [16] uses these 
weights to compute weighted Euclidean distances between 
faces while Martinez [5] employs the weights in the fusion of 
local areas’ matching scores. 
III. THE PROBABILISTIC LINEAR DISCRIMINANT 
ANALYSIS 
If we denote the j-th observation of the i-th individual as 
xij, then the data generation process of the probabilistic linear 
discriminant analysis [7] can be expressed as  
 
xij =  + Fhi + Gwij + ij .                     (1) 
 
Each observed data point xij is assumed to be generated from 
hi and wij which are points in latent spaces. We call the space 
of hi as the between-individual space and the space of wij as 
the within-individual space. As indicated by the subscripts, 
observations from the same individual share the same value 
of h but have their own values of w. Hence, the term h is 
also called the latent identity variable since it is unique for 
each individual. The vectors hi and wij should have smaller 
lengths than the vector xij. They are mapped to the 
observation space via linear transformations F and G 
respectively and the addition of the observation mean  and 
the residual noise ij. Note that h, w, and  have multivariate 
Gaussian distributions and (1) can be described in terms of 
conditional probabilities: 
 
P(xij|hi, wij, )  =  gx[ + Fhi + Gwij, ] ,        (2) 
P(hi)  =  gh[0, I] ,                              (3) 
P(wij)  =  gw[0, I] .                              (4) 
 
Here,  = (, F, G, ) is the model parameters and  is the 
diagonal covariance matrix of the residual noise . There are 
two phases in using this model. In the training (offline) 
phase, we learn the parameters  = (, F, G, ) using the 
training data xij. In the recognition (online) phase, we use the 
trained model to infer the identities of the probe data.  
To learn the model parameters in the training phase, the 
EM algorithm for factor analysis [17] is employed as follows 
 
(i) Initialize F, G,  
(ii) Repeat until converged 
Compute  = (1/N)ijxij if it is the first iteration 
E-step: Compute E(zij|xi) and E(zijzij
T
|xi) for each 
data point xij , given the current  
M-step: Compute the new F, G, and  using the 
values obtained from the E-step 
 
At the above steps, N is the number of data points and zij 
= [hi
T
 wij
T
]
T
. In the PLDA, data points with the same identity 
are generated from the same h. Hence, the expectation of z 
and zz
T
 are computed simultaneously for all data points of a 
particular individual. We use the term xi to represent all data 
points of the i-th individual and E(zij|xi) and E(zijzij
T
|xi) are 
obtained by computing 
 
E(y|xi) = (I + A
T' –1A)–1AT' –1 (x' – ') ,        (5) 
E(yy
T
|xi) = (I + A
T' –1A)–1 + E(y|xi)E(y|xi)
T
 ,     (6) 
 
where y = [hi
T
 wi1
T
 wi2
T
 … ]T and extracting E(zij|xi) and 
E(zijzij
T
|xi) from E(y|xi) and E(yy
T
|xi) accordingly. The 
matrix A, x', and ' are formed by arranging the generative 
equations for all xi  
 
 
 
x' = ' + Ay + ' ,                                                  (8) 
 
and ' is the diagonal covariance matrix of '. The new F, G, 
and  are then computed as follows 
 
[Fnew Gnew] = (ijxijE(zij|xi))(ijE(zijzij
T
|xi))
–1
,                  (9) 
new = (1/N)diag{ij(xijxij
T
 – [Fnew Gnew]E(zij|xi)xij
T
)}.   (10) 
 
To perform closed-set identification in the recognition 
phase, a model comparison approach has been developed in 
[7] to compute the likelihood that particular probe and 
gallery data are matched i.e. generated from the same h. If 
we denote the  probe image as x
p
 and the gallery images as 
x1 … M, then the likelihood that x
p
 matches one of the gallery 
images xm is defined as 
 
P(x1 … M, x
p
|Mm) = P(x
p
, xm) n = 1 … M, n ≠ m P(xn) .    (11) 
 
Mm represents the situation that x
p
 matches xm but not the 
other gallery images. P(x
p
, xm) and P(xn) can be obtained by 
arranging the generative equations for x
p
, xm and xn as (7) 
respectively and compute gx'[', AA
T
 + ']. The matched 
identity can be chosen as the m which the P(x1 … M, x
p
|Mm) is 
the maximum. 
IV. THE PLDA APPROACHES FOR FACE RECOGNITION 
ACROSS EXPRESSIONS 
In this section, we consider several approaches in using 
the probabilistic linear discriminant analysis for recognition 
across expressions. These approaches are evaluated on the 
same data so that the results can be compared. 
A. The basic PLDA approach 
With the basic PLDA approach, we actually apply the 
method explained in Section 3. This approach is somewhat 
similar to the ones proposed in [5, 16] in the sense that pixels 
and local areas are assigned different weights and the 
recognition is performed through local matching.    
We use the Cohn-Kanade (CK) database [18] to cons-
truct the training and the test data. This database contains 97 
subjects showing different expressions. There are seven 
expression labels: neutral, angry, disgust, feared, happy, sad, 
and surprised. From the database, we choose 49 subjects 
from each of which we collect 4 images of each expression 
label and include them in the training data. From each of the 
remaining 48 subjects, we choose 1 neutral image to be used 
as the gallery image and 4 images per non-neutral expression 
label to be included in the probe data. Note that all non-
neutral images are of the peak expressions. 
From the training and the test images, we extract local 
features from 29 key points on the face (Fig. 1). Locations of 
these key points are obtained from the manual annotations 
provided in [19]. After an image is rescaled to have 128-
pixels eye-to-eye distance, an 8181 patch is extracted from 
every key point and converted to a feature vector. All feature 
vectors consist of grayscale values which are normalized to 
have zero mean and variance 1. From this procedure we get 
29 training sets, 29 probe sets, and 29 galleries each of which 
corresponds to a particular key point.  
 
 
Figure 1.  The first-match correct rates of the individual PLDA models 
which correspond to 29 predefined key points. 
In the training phase, we construct a PLDA model from 
each training set. We include 16 basis vectors in F and 16 
basis vectors in G. We then test the recognition performance 
of each PLDA model individually i.e. inferring the identity 
based on single local area only. Fig. 1 shows the first-match 
correct rates of the individual models connected to the 
corresponding key points. It can be seen that areas around 
the mouth, jaw, and chin are the least discriminative (0.31 – 
0.46 correct rates) while areas around the cheeks are the 
most discriminative (0.75 – 0.82 correct rates). 
We also fuse the local matching scores (likelihoods) by 
multiplying them throughout the 29 local areas as well as a 
number of their subsets. This way we treat the likelihoods to 
be independent each other. Table 1 presents the evaluation 
results after the fusion. It clearly shows that the fusion 
significantly improves correct rates indicating that 
information from different local areas complements each 
other. We find again here that upper regions such as 
eyebrows, eyes, nose, and cheeks are more discriminative 
than lower regions such as mouth, chin, and jaw. The high 
correct rates also suggested that the basic PLDA approach is 
robust to expressions at least for frontal face images. 
TABLE I.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF THE BASIC PLDA 
APPROACH WITH FUSION ON DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF KEY POINTS  
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
all points 0.999 nose 0.958 
cheeks 0.973 mouth 0.730 
eye+eyebrows  0.987 jaw+chin 0.626 
 
In the previous experiment, we register face images 
based on two points on the eyes i.e. rescaling the images to 
have 128-pixels eye-to-eye distance. This kind of registration 
method is quite simple and retains the expressions of the 
faces. The other way of doing the registration is by applying 
piece-wise triangular warp as has been done in [9, 10]. This 
registration method convert face shapes into a standard shape 
thereby removing the expressions posed by the faces. In the 
following experiment, we repeat the whole process of the 
previous experiment except we apply the piece-wise 
triangular warp before extracting local features. We use a 
228208 standard face shape and 59 points provided in the 
manual annotations of [19] to warp the images (Fig. 2). The 
first-match correct rates of the individual PLDA models as 
well as of the fused models are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 
2. Compared to the previous results, significant 
improvements are obtained in all individual models and the 
fusion over the mouth, jaw, and chin regions. From this point 
onward, all experiments will employ piece-wise triangular 
warp to perform the registration. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Face images are warped to a standard shape using piece-wise 
triangular warp based on 59 points on the faces. 
 
Figure 3.  The first-match correct rates of the individual PLDA models 
when the piece-wise triangular warp is applied. 
TABLE II.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF THE BASIC PLDA 
APPROACH WITH SCORE FUSION AND PIECE-WISE TRIANGULAR WARP.  
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
all points 0.995 nose 0.957 
cheeks 0.977 mouth 0.862 
eye+eyebrows  0.977 jaw+chin 0.872 
 
B. PLDA approaches which utilize expression labels 
Face images are sometimes enclosed by additional 
information such as pose or expression labels which are 
acquired manually or automatically in advance. Martinez [5] 
has suggested that expression labels can be used to improve 
recognition performances. In his work, he set the weight of a 
particular local area to vary from expression to expression. In 
this subsection, we try to employ expression labels using two 
PLDA approaches: expression-specific PLDA and tied 
PLDA. The later approach has been successfully applied to 
face recognition across pose [8]. 
With the expression-specific PLDA, for each key point, 
we construct six PLDA models each of which is trained 
using data with neutral and one particular non-neutral label. 
Hence, from each training set of the previous experiment, we 
construct six training subsets: “neutral-angry” subset, 
“neutral-disgust” subset, and so on. The constructed models 
are then called “neutral-angry” model, “neutral-disgust” 
model, and so on. In the recognition phase, we compute local 
matching likelihoods using the appropriate models. For 
example, if the probe image has an “angry” label, then we 
use the “neutral-angry” model to obtain the likelihoods (note 
that all gallery images have “neutral” labels). 
The second approach for making use of the expression 
labels is the tied PLDA [8]. Again for each key point we 
construct six models: “neutral-angry” model, “neutral-
disgust” model, and so on using the same training subsets as 
before. Each model however has two parameter sets 1 = (1, 
F1, G1, 1) and 2 = (2, F2, G2, 2) which correspond to the 
neutral and non-neutral labels respectively. If we denote the 
training data as xijk with k = 1, 2 represents the expression 
labels, then the model can be trained using the EM algorithm 
described in Section 3 but two parameter sets are initialized 
and iteratively updated. In each iteration, k = (k, Fk, Gk, k) 
are updated using xk and the corresponding E(zijk|xi) and 
E(zijkzijk
T
|xi). Here, zijk = [hi
T
 wijk
T
]
T
 and again E(zijk|xi) and 
E(zijkzijk
T
|xi) are derived simultaneously for all xi by using 
generative equations as follows 
 
 
 
In the recognition phase, the appropriate tied models are 
picked and the likelihoods are computed based on (12). 
The evaluation results of the two approaches over the CK 
database are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Compared to the 
previous approach, the expression-specific PLDA clearly has 
better performances in all fusion cases suggesting that multi-
modal distributions may describe the data better. The tied 
PLDA on the other hand has worse performances on the 
fusion over the nose, mouth, jaw, and chin regions. This 
indicates that unlike data with varying pose, data with 
varying expressions are not well separated when they are 
“semantically” grouped based on the expression labels. 
TABLE III.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF THE EXPRESSION-
SPECIFIC PLDA APPROACH WITH FUSION ON DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF KEY 
POINTS. 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
all points 0.996 nose 0.966 
cheeks 0.995 mouth 0.881 
eye+eyebrows  0.991 jaw+chin 0.894 
 
TABLE IV.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF THE TIED PLDA 
APPROACH WITH FUSION ON DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF KEY POINTS  
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
all points 0.995 nose 0.929 
cheeks 0.994 mouth 0.680 
eye+eyebrows  0.980 jaw+chin 0.857 
 
C. The mixture of PLDAs approach 
From the previous experiments, we find that multi-modal 
distributions might improve recognition performances. In 
this subsection, we employ a mixture of PLDA models to 
multi-modally describe the data. This somehow emulates the 
expression-specific PLDA without requiring the data to be 
labeled. 
The mixture of PLDAs approach can be described using 
(2) – (4) as in Section 3 but (2) is reformulated as 
 
         P(xij|hi1 … iK, wij1 … ijK, 1 … K, 1 … K) 
=  k = 1 … K k gx[k + Fkhik + Gkwijk , k].      (13) 
 
We now have K parameter sets (k , k), k = 1 … K each of 
which corresponds to a mixture’s component. The term k = 
(k , Fk, Gk, k) has the same interpretation as before and k 
is the prior probability of a measurement belonging to the k-
th component. 
To train the mixture of PLDA models, we follow the 
receipt described in [20] and come up with the EM algorithm 
presented below 
 
(i) Initialize k , k , Fk, Gk, k , k = 1 … K 
(ii) Repeat until converged 
Compute hijk = E(k|xij), k = 1 … K  for all data 
point xij 
Compute the new k = (1/ijhijk)ijhijkxij and the new 
k = (1/N)ijhijk 
E-step: Compute E(zij|xi, k) and E(zijzij
T
|xi, k), k 
= 1 … K for each data point xij , given the current k, 
k = 1 … K 
M-step: Compute the new Fk, Gk, and k , k = 1 … K 
using the values obtained from the E-step 
 
The term k represents the k-th mixture component and 
 
         hijk = E(k|xij) 
 P(xij, k) = k gx[k , [Fk Gk][Fk Gk]
T
 + k].     (14) 
 
To update Fk, Gk, and k we use the following formulas 
 
[Fk-new Gk-new] = 
(ijhijkxijE(zij|xi, k))(ijhijkE(zijzij
T
|xi, k))
–1
,            (15) 
 
k-new = 
(1/N)diag{ijhijk(xijxij
T – [Fk-new Gk-new]E(zij|xi, k)xij
T
)}. (16) 
 
In the recognition phase, we compute k = 1 … Kkgx'[k', 
AkAk
T
 + k'] analogously to the basic PLDA approach to 
obtain P(xn), P(x
p
, xm), and the matching likelihoods. 
We apply the mixture of PLDAs approach with 6 
components to the same training and test data as the first 
experiment. The evaluation results are presented in Table 5. 
It can be seen that the mixture of PLDAs has a bit lower 
performances than the expression-specific PLDA when the 
fusion is performed over the cheeks, eyes, and eyebrows. 
Further performance inferiorities appear on the fusion over 
the mouth. Nevertheless, when the fusion is performed over 
the jaw, chin, and the whole facial regions, the mixture of 
PLDAs outperforms the expression-specific PLDA. 
TABLE V.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF THE MIXTURE OF 
PLDAS APPROACH WITH FUSION ON DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF KEY POINTS. 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Subset (Points 
on the) 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
all points 1.000 nose 0.954 
cheeks 0.992 mouth 0.828 
eye+eyebrows  0.990 jaw+chin 0.913 
 
V. CROSS-DATABASE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON 
TO OTHER SIMILAR WORKS 
To further confirm the robustness of the PLDA 
approaches against expression variations, we conduct 
another evaluation on the JAFFE database [21]. This 
database contains 10 female subjects showing expressions 
with seven labels as in the CK database. We use all the 10 
subjects to create the gallery and the probe data. From each 
subject, we choose 1 neutral image to be used as the gallery 
image and 3 images per non-neutral expression label to be 
included in the probe data. This time we do not perform 
training instead we use the models previously trained on the 
CK database. To locate the 29 key points on the faces, we 
use an active appearance model [22]. Table 6 presents the 
evaluation performances of the four PLDA approaches and 
the highest score is achieved by the mixture of PLDAs. The 
correct rates are quite high which means that in addition to 
expression-robust the PLDA models also have good 
generalizations. 
TABLE VI.  FIRST-MATCH CORRECT RATES OF SEVERAL PLDA 
APPROACHES ON THE JAFFE DATABASE. 
Approach 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Approach 
First-Match 
Correct Rate 
Basic PLDA 0.960 Tied PLDA 0.943 
Expression-
specific PLDA 
0.949 
Mixture of 
PLDAs 
0.966 
 
We also compare the performances of the PLDA 
approaches to other similar works which use the same 
datasets as this paper. As shown in Table 7, the mixture of 
PLDAs clearly outperforms the weighted Euclidean distance 
method proposed in [16]. It also demonstrates similar 
performances to the B-JSM method proposed in [15]. 
However, always keep in mind that the mixture of PLDAs 
only uses one gallery image per subject while the B-JSM 
method requires multiple images of various expressions. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper applies the probabilistic linear discriminant 
analysis (PLDA) to face recognition across expressions. 
Probe images with non-neutral expressions are matched 
against neutral images of the gallery. We test four PLDA 
approaches on the Cohn-Kanade (CK) and JAFFE databases 
and obtain high correct rates (0.943 – 1.000 for the fusion 
over all facial regions). This indicates that the PLDA 
approaches are robust to expression variations. In addition to 
that, good results of the cross-database (CK and JAFFE) 
evaluation suggested that the approaches have good 
generalizations. Among the approaches, the mixture of 
PLDAs achieves the highest correct rates. The experiments 
also indicate that areas around the cheeks, eyes, and 
eyebrows are more discriminative than areas around the 
mouth, jaw, chin, and nose. 
TABLE VII.  PERFORMACE COMPARISON OF THE PLDA APPROACHES 
TO OTHER SIMILAR WORKS. 
Reference 
Data-
base 
Num. of 
Test 
Subjects 
Num. of 
Gallery 
Images per 
Subject 
Correct 
Rate 
Mixture of 
PLDAs (ours) 
JAFFE 10 1 0.966 
Weighted 
Euclidean [16] 
JAFFE 10 1 0.75 
B-JSM [15] JAFFE 10 4 0.961 
Mixture of 
PLDAs (ours) 
CK 48 1 1.000 
B-JSM [15] CK 97 10 0.971 
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